COLORADO MOVES TO END CANCER

WHY
One hundred percent of the proceeds raised by this program are donated to two cancer research centers. The two centers that this foundation supports are the UCHealth Cancer Cener and the University of Colorado Cancer Center.

WHO
• Everyone can join. Registration is required, but can be done on the day of the event.
• Cliff Bucholz created this program in honor of a tennis member who died from non-smoke related lung cancer named Chris Burge.

WHAT
• Colorado Moves to End Cancer is a program that raises funds for the UCHealth Cancer Center and cancer research at The University of Colorado Cancer Center.
• The next event to be hosted by CMEC will be a pink powerflow yoga theme in support of Breast Cancer Awareness Month.

WHERE
• Miramont South, 901 Oakridge Drive, Fort Collins
• CMEC is based out of Fort Collins, CO and has successfully impacted thousands of members of the community.

WHEN
• The next fundraiser takes place: Friday, October 23, at 7pm.
• CMEC was created in 2007. For eight years, this program has raised money for cancer research.

Will you move too?
October 29th @ Miramont Central

Rachelle Swope
